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History of the Neo-Latin Studies 
in 18th-Century Hungary
Latin language in 18th-century Hungary played -  like .hefore -  an important 
role in culture, social life, communication, and Science. In the first half of the 
century, church intelligentsia found a new way of expression in neoclassical Lati- 
nity. Poetry was continually created in Latin, and that was the language of educa- 
tion too.
Investigations of Neo-Latin literature in the 18th century was nőt a sepa- 
rate branch of Science fór a long time, bút was part of história litteraria, and 
within that, history of the church. The 18th century is the period just prior to 
the time when history of literature became a national Science. In this period, 
historiographic and philological works discuss literary aspects within rés lit­
teraria -  culture and Sciences - ,  together with the history of education, print- 
ing, book trade and libraries. The focus of these works is a presentation of the 
whole of Hungárián culture, cultural conditions, its way of life, and its results 
and spreading. Often this is coupled with a summary and an outline of possible 
changes. The approach of church history is becoming less-and-less dominant, 
while fictional literature and poetry are increasingly seen in themselves and val- 
ued more-and-more highly. Significance of national-language works increases 
with the dissolution of Hungarus-consciousness and the new predominance of 
nationalistic ideals.
In recapitulating philological activities related to Neo-Latin literature one 
cannot ignore the fact that foundations of literary history were Iáid out main- 
ly by an increasingly lay church intelligentsia. A great part of works in história 
litteraria was born out of self-defence, in refutation of low foreign opinions of 
Hungárián culture and Science. One must bear in mind that Neo-Latin literature 
in Hungary cannot be assigned exclusively to one nation or another living here 
in this period. The majority of works that need to be considered discuss writers 
producing in Latin and those writing in national languages together. A need fór 
national-language literature is articulated only in the last third of the century, 
and works dedicated to the history of literature begin to appear only near the end 
of the investigated period. In the 1780s, abundance of matériái begins to over- 
flow traditional frameworks of presentation. Differentiation of authors becomes 
more subtle, and ingenium replaces ars as the focus of assessment. Denomina- 
tional differences become secondary, and the esteem of living national-language 
literature becomes drastically higher.
Just as Neo-Latin literature includes numerous different genres, scientific 
survey of this corpus too occurred in different forms with different objectives.
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Investigations of literature of fiction in this period cannot be separated from re- 
search on scientific literature, first of all humanistic history.
Janus Pannonius-Editions
A predominant feature of the 18th century is the strong ambition to republish. 
The most important endeavour is repeated publication of the works Janus Pan­
nonius during almost the whole century. In this, increasing importance of philo- 
logical aspects is clearly seen. Republication of selected parts from compilation 
entitled D elitiae poetarum  Hungaricorum  in 1727 played an important role in 
keeping the tradition of Janus alive.1 This edition is known as an outstanding 
relic of the cult of Janus in the Reformation. In the compilation first published 
in 1619 in the book series of Janus Gruterus in Frankfurt Hungárián authors of 
Latin poetry, considered followers of Janus, were alsó published together with 
known works of Janus. In the edition from 1727 these are supplemented with 
various poems by Sebestyén Ferdinánd Dobner, the assumed publisher; his work 
Descriptio Carinthiae; a Latin version -  by Adalbert Sztrakos -  of a „Prison-po- 
em” about billiard by István Koháry; and Georg Hartlieb’s anagram of the name 
of Sebestyén Dobner with a poem of salutation from 1610.
Two-thirds of this publication are devoted to elegies and epigrams of Janus. 
This is the first Hungárián Janus-edition with epigrams. In comparison to the re- 
duction from 1619, several modifications and abridgments were made nőt only 
to works of previously published Neo-Latin authors, bút to poems of Janus too. 
Out of the 314 epigrams of the edition from 1619, the one from 1727 includes 
merely 84 in a different order, two shortened.
Sebestyén Ferdinánd Dobner belonged to the elite of the Evangelical intel- 
ligentsia of Sopron, which considered historiography -  and within it publication 
of Janus -  important. This volume proves that Janus was known in these circles, 
and we cannot exclude the possíbility, that the compilation was intended to be a 
textbook.
1 Delitiae poetarum  Hungaricorum, [ed. by Johann Philipp Paraeus, publ. by Dobner Sebes­
tyén Ferdinánd], 1727; cf. BÁN, Imre: ‘Janus Pannonius és a magyar irodalmi hagyomány! 
In: Janus Pannonius: Tanulmányok. Ed. by Tibor Kardos, Sándor V. Kovács. Budapest, 
1975, 491-508 ; BÁN, Imre: 'Janus Pannonius et la tradition littéraire hongroise! Acta Lit- 
teraria A cadem iae Scientiarum Hungaricae 14 (1972), 309-329; SZELESTEI N., László: 
‘Adatok Janus Pannonius 18. századi ismeretéhez! In: Janus Pannonius és a  humanista iro­
dalm i hagyomány. Ed. by László Jankovits and Gábor Kecskeméti. Pécs, 1998, 51-60 .
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That interest in Janus was growing in the middle part of the century, is shown 
by a compilation by Piarist teacher from Pest Norbert Conradi from 1754.2 Con- 
radi is a prominent representative of Piarist poet-teachers of the time, who had a 
clear literary agenda. His edition was following educational objectives more than 
philological ones. It can be considered a turning point in the history of the Janus- 
tradition in that it publishes a matériái more complete than any previous edi­
tion, and it signifies an increasingly classical taste with its humanistic apparátus. 
It mentions somé earlier editions, refers to then recent research done by Ádám 
Ferenc Kollár in the court library in Vienna. According to Conradi, it was, First 
of all, his outstanding erudition that helped Janus become a national dignitary, 
and it was his eruditio that made his personality shine. In his biography of Janus 
included in the book, he purposefully actualises the figure of the poet, and gives 
advice on how to make a career through spirit and intellect.3
It follows from his primary pedagogical purpose that Conradi consistently 
omitted Janus’ erotic and anticlerical epigrams; at the same time, he included 
twenty previously unpublished epigrams.4 He tried to find philological justifi- 
cation fór his omission: he -  mistakenly — attributed erotic poems of Janus to 
Antonio Marcello, saying that Janus only translated those to Latin. The volume 
gives compelling proof of the increasing importance of 15th-century Latin poetry 
in secondary school education, and it indicates the beginning of a new stage in 
humanistic publication of text.
The most significant publication in the post-Zsámboky (Sambucus) period 
came out in two volumes in Utrecht in 1784.5 It is the work of Count Sámuel 
Teleki and Marosvásárhely professor Sándor Kovásznai Tóth. The First volume 
contains poetic works of Janus; the second contains his works of prose and the 
scientific apparátus -  all in all exceeding 1100 pages. In comparison to the edi­
tion from 1569 by Zsámboky, nearly one hundred epigrams are added with three 
translations of prose and the first 18 letters. In the case of one poem attributed
2 PANNONIUS, Janus: Libri III. poematum, elegiarum et epigrammatum. Publ. by Norbert 
Ignác Conradi. Buda, 1754.
3 JELENÍTS, István: 'A latin nyelvű epigramma tizennyolcadik századbeli piaristák költői 
gyakorlatában’. Irodalomtörténeti Közlemények 73 (1969), 176-197.
4 VARGA, Zoltán: ‘Conradi Ignác Norbert Janus Pannonius kiadásai In: Dolgozatok a  XVII-XIX. 
századi magyar irodalomról. Ed. by Emil Hargittay, Ildikó Mándy. Budapest, 1977, 43 -56 ; 
SÁRKÖZY, Péter, ‘La fortuna dell’opera di Janus Pannonius nella cultura dél Settecento un- 
gherese’. In: SÁRKÖZY, Péter: Cultura e societá in Ungheria tra Medioevo ed etá moderno. 
Roma, 2003, 59-67.
5 Iani Pannonii poem ata, Pars I. -  Opusculorum pars altéra. Publ., ed. by Sándor Kovásznai 
Tóth and Sámuel Teleki. Utrecht, 1784; Facsimile: Budapest, 2002, with a study by Gyula 
Mayer: ‘Janus Pannonius műveinek utrechti kiadása' -  ‘L'edizione di Utrecht déllé opere di 
Janus Pannonius’.
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to Janus by Zsámboky, the editors go intő detail in their philological refutation 
of the authorship of Janus. The main signifícance of the work by Teleki and Ko- 
vásznai is that it provides a solid basis fór research with the apparátus of modern 
classical philology. Moreover, this is the hitherto most complete printed edition 
of Janus' work.
Nearly at the same time with Sámuel Teleki, encouraged by Bishop of Pécs 
György Klimó, provost of Pécs József Koller started to study Janus Pannonius in 
the framework of his research on the history of the diocese. On his research trip 
to Italy in 1766, Koller found several new manuscripts and collected other valu- 
able matériái. He published his results in 1796: important archive matériái and 
unpublished poems from a manuscript found in Brescia.6 He, just like Conradi, 
ignored Janus’ obscene poems. Based on a manuscript from Pozsony, he pub­
lished Janus’ letters and one speech found in the letter-book of King Matthias. 
These had already been published independently by Teleki based on the Kassa 
edition from 1743-44 . Teleki and Koller prepared the ground fór an increas- 
ing interest in the figure and poetry of Janus in the correspondence of scientists 
from the 1760s on.7
Publication of Historical Sources
Among publications of sources in history, the first to discuss is the work of Má­
tyás Bél.8 Bél was the most important polymath of the early 18th century. In this 
edition of sources he published twelve, previously partially unpublished histori­
cal works, each supplemented with foreword and notes. Among works worthy of 
attention from the perspective of literary history are Hungária by Miklós Oláh, 
previously unpublished; his Chronicon written about his own age; and Commen- 
tatio epistolica and Jaurinum  redivivum  by Johann Воск (Bocatius). Bél usually 
refers to the circumstances in which the works were created, names the sources, 
introduces the authors and appreciates their works. In certain cases, he alsó gives 
aesthetic assessment: fór example, he calls Commentatio epistolica an elegant, 
highly poetic work.
Speaking about Mátyás Bél and Neo-Latin philology, it must be mentioned 
that he considered -  in addition to practising mother tongues -  teaching of clas­
sical Latin important. His Latin textbooks, his Latin-language periodical titled 
N ova Posoniensia, and his publications of text all served this purpose.
It was Austrian histórián, student of Mátyás Bél, Johann Georg von Schwandt- 
ner, who published the most important sources of historical narratives together
6 KOLLER, Josephus: História episcopatus Quinqueecclesiarum, IV. Posonium, 1796,1-359.
7 SZELESTEI (note 1.), 57 -60 .
8 BÉL, Matthias: Adparatus a d  históriám Hungáriáé, I—II. Posonii, 1735,1746.
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with historical-critical apparátus.9 Bél provided guidance, support, and explana- 
tions. The first narrative on Hungárián history in Latin language, Gesta Hunga- 
rorum  by Anonymus appeared in print fór the first time here. This brought about 
a radical turn in the tradition of literary history and in a historical approach to 
literature. It was here, that Chronica Ungarorum (1488) by János Thuróczy, dedi- 
cated to King Matthias, was republished after two hundred years. The work is on 
the borderline between Middle-Age chronicle and humanistic historiography. In 
the part describing events starting from 1386, it follows Enea Silvio Piccolomini, 
who provides guidelines fór world history and framework fór Hungárián events. 
It uses letters of János Vitéz and Chronica by Antonius Florentinus among oth- 
ers. Schwandtner alsó published, in the first volume, Epitome rerum Hungari- 
carum  by Pietro Ransano earlier published by Zsámboky (1558) and Lukács 
Pécsi (1579), and Galeotto Marzio’s Matthias-anecdotes mentioned above sev- 
eral times. From volume 2, we can highlight Epistolarium  by János Vitéz.
The main objective of Schwandtner and Bél is making texts available fór fur- 
ther study. The works are in near-chronological order: volume 1 contains twen- 
ty-four sources from the 13* until the laté 16th century, volume 2 contains nine 
from the 15th-1 7 th centuríes, and volume 3 fifteen sources form the 17th- 1 8 th 
centuries. In the foreword fór each text, Bél discusses history of the creation and 
earlier publications, problems of textual criticism, and always indicates who is 
the editor responsible fór the text -  somé texts were prepared fór publication 
nőt by Schwandtner himself bút by Károly András Bél, són of Mátyás Bél, or by 
the author himself, like Martin Schmeizel.
Leipzig university professor Károly András Bél, an organiser of scientific life, 
republished -  fór the seventh time -  Antonio Bonfini’s Rerum Ungaricarum  
Decades in Leipzig in 1771. This edition is mentioned in this context because 
the European public became acquainted with Hungárián history of the Middle 
Ages through this highly rhetorical, humanistic work, which became the basis 
fór many literary works of fiction. Bél discusses in detail the authenticity of state- 
ments by Bonfini, and criticises the author fór glossing over sins of his patrons. 
Bél draws attention to Martin Brenner, who published the first three books of 
the work in Basel in 1543, and who wrote about the dark side of the age of King 
Matthias. Achievement of János Zsámboky in editing the first complete Bonfini- 
edition (1568) is especially noted.
Concerning usage of historical sources, we must mention György Pray, an 
eminent character of the Jesuit school of historiography. He wrote up lives of
9 Scriptores rerum Hungaricarum, cum [...]praefatione Matthiae Belii, сига et stúdió Ioannis 
Georgii Schwandtneri, I—III. Pars. Vindobonae, 1746-1748; Scriptores rerum Hungarica­
rum, cum [...] praefatione Matthiae Belii, сига et stúdió Ioannis Georgii Schwandtneri, I. 
Pars. Tyrnaviae, 1756; 2nd edition, Vindobonae, 1766-1768.
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several Hungárián saints and Hungárián history from the beginnings until the 
1 6 *  century.10 1He handled sources included in his works critically, with the thor- 
oughness of a speciálist. He was the first to use matériái of the chamber archives 
fór scientific research.
Growing interest in the ancient history of Hungarians is shown by the fact 
that Anonymus’ Gesta Hungarorum  appeared seven times in the second half of 
the century, once in a calendar in Nagyszombat intended fór the widest possible 
audience (1765-66). Piarist Elek Horányi published no less than three impor- 
tant Latin-language historical sources: the historical works of Simon Kézai from 
the 13th, of Ferenc Forgách from the 16th, and of János Bethlen from the 17*  
century.11
História Litteraria: Catalogues of Writers, Booklists
Disregarding sporadic initiatives in the 17* century, systematic taking stock of 
Hungárián authors of earlier times started in the first half of the 18* century. 
Creation of the first catalogues of writers is linked to Dániel Burius, who came 
from a Lutheran family in Upper-Hungary, and to Jesuit polymath Márton Szen- 
tiványi, head of university press in Nagyszombat.
The draft of a letter by Dániel Burius to be sent to his brother János Bu­
rius, Jr. -  probably prepared after the author’s stay in Berlin between 1700 and 
1708 -  covers topics of literary history. It lists twenty writers from Hungary by 
name and refers to fifty others from Hungary and Transylvania as ones whom he 
wishes to discuss in his planned work.12 A pamphlet by Johann Friedrich Cramer 
-  titled Vindiciae (1694), defending Germans accused with barbarity by French 
Jesuit Dominique Bouhours -  is designated as initiative fór the work. Another 
important source and inspiration was the work done by his father, János Burius, 
Sr. who collected matériái on the history of the Lutheran church.
In the draft of his letter, Burius made a skilful abstract of Cramer and present- 
ed the debate that stirred up nationalistic emotions as a debate between a French 
Jesuit and a Germán scientist. His sole insertion defends “Eastern” nations, too, 
against the charge of barbarity. This seems like a precursor of the ideological 
stand taken by Dávid Czvittinger in his lexicon of writers. The list of writers in 
Hungary follows logically the foundation adopted from the Germán author. Sev­
eral of the authors in Hungary who wrote in Latin are listed.
10 Annales regum Hungáriáé, I-V. Viennae, 1763-1770; História regum Hungáriáé, I—III. Bu­
dáé, 1801.
11 Chronicon Hungaricum. Viennae, 1781; Rerum Hungaricarum sui temporis commentarii. 
Posonii-Cassoviae, 1788; História rerum Transilvanicarum, I—II. Posonii, 1782-1783.
12 TARMAI, Andor: Tanulmányok a magyarországi história litteraria történetéről. Ed. by Gá­
bor Kecskeméti. Budapest, 2004, 64-87.
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Márton Szentiványi included three catalogues of writers in the first part of 
volume 3 of his large, comprehensive work.13 The first of the three catalogues 
lists authors in Hungary, the second lists Jesuit authors in Hungary, the third lists 
foreign authors writing about Hungary.
Around the middle of the century, on the initiative of Gábor Hevenesi, rector 
of Pazmaneum in Vienna and provinciái of the Society of Jesus, Jesuits in Kassa 
and Nagyszombat increased their activities in collecting historical sources. There 
are several catalogues of writers and directories of works from this period in a 
compilation by István Kaprinai that remained in manuscript. Somé of the manu- 
scripts go beyond the forms of simple catalogue or directory.14 They alsó in- 
clude biographical information, and thus point towards a transition to lexicons. 
Fór example, in volume 88 we find collected matériái about authors in Hungary 
-  several Neo-Latin ones, like Воск, among them -  with short biographies and 
their works listed.
Lexicons of Writers
It was Dávid Czvittinger, who produced the first comprehensive work on the his­
tory of Hungárián literature and Science that was published in an independent 
volume. He created his lexicon of Hungárián writers -  called briefly Specimen 
-  driven by the Germán school of the history of Science.15 It was Jákob Friedrich 
Reimmann’s condemning opinion of Hungárián science that gave immediate in- 
centive fór this edition. The first, bigger part of the work lists biographies of 
282 authors, scientists, art patrons, and historical figures, lists their works and 
opinions about them. Volume 2 is a bibliography of works related to Hungary 
classified by subject.
Czvittinger included in his collection reigning princes who supported litera­
ture, church dignitaries, and saints, as well as writers and scientists. He proc- 
essed a significant amount of data; apart from a few exceptions, he did nőt care 
about differences in language or denomination, and usually noted nationality. 
He considered Hungarus -  Hungárián -  everybody who had been born or work- 
ing on the territory of the Hungárián Kingdom fór an extended period. In this 
wide Hungarus-concept, the Dalmatian Tubero fitted just as well as Saint Martin 
of Pannónia, Abaris, who was Avar, or Antonio Bonfini and Pietro Ransano, who 
both worked in the court of Matthias. Size of the entries was determined nőt by
13 SZENTIVÁNYI, Martinus: Curiosora etselectiora variarum scientiarum miscellanea: Dec. 
III. Pars I. Tyrnaviae, 1702,15-20.
14 Catalogus scríptorum, qui in Collegio Cassoviensi, ab  anno 1724 vitafuncti sunt: Ordine 
alphabetico concinnatus. Loránd Eötvös University, University Library, Budapest, Depart­
ment of Manuscripts, Coll. Kapr. 4° [B] tóm. LXXXVIII.
15 CZVITTINGER, Dávid: Specimen Hungáriáé literatae. Francofurti et Lipsiae, 1711.
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the value of one’s oeuvre bút by available source matériái and social-historical 
status of the given author. Although Czvittinger writes in Latin, he encourages 
tending of national-language culture several times. He includes citations from 
Latin poems of various authors from Hungary or abroad quite often. It gives 
special significance to Czvittinger’s work that he was the first, and fór decades, 
nearly the only author to communicate knowledge on Hungárián literature col- 
lected in one volume.
Mihály Rotarides planned to complement Czvittinger’s matériái and collected 
matériái from a wide rangé of sources. He started the work, which spanned sev­
eral years, in Sopron and continued it in Wittenberg. Because of his early death, 
only introductory part of his work came out.16 The published chapter presents 
history of Science of rés litteraria in seventeen paragraphs. He takes the authors 
who published related works one by one. Rotarides wanted to give an overview 
of the history of all literature in Hungary. He did nőt distinguish Science from fic- 
tion either and did nőt care about languages of the works. He supported literary 
application of national languages bút considered Latin to be the language of Sci­
ence. The draft of Rotarides, even in its incomplete form, is an important stage 
in Latin-language Science in Hungary: history of literature and Science, having 
grown out of church history, reached the concept of historical classifícation and 
irrelevance of denomination.
While Czvittinger and Rotarides intended to inform foreign lands through 
their works, Péter Bőd compiled his lexicon of biography-bibliography in Hun­
gárián language fór Hungárián use.17 The work, which appeared in 1766, presents 
the life and work of 528 writers and scientists in Hungary. The appendix contains 
an inventory of books in Hungárián organised in twenty thematic groups. Bőd is 
fór the national language and against Latin, yet, he keeps writers in Latin in mind 
too, and sees literary and scientific life in Hungary in unity with that of Europe.
Bod’s concept of Hungarus is close to that of Czvittinger’s. He treats repre- 
sentatives of different areas in science and literature as equals. His values are 
demonstrated by the fact that he usually records lay fiction and works by authors 
belonging to different denominations without comment. As fór historians, he 
considers authenticity, preciseness, and novelty most important values in them. 
In literary works, he considers talent, imagination, inspiration and descriptive 
ability the highest values. He calls Janus Pannonius a “quite famous author of 
poems”.
Although the whole work is in Hungárián, Bőd -  unusually fór lexicon of writ­
ers -  often cites poems and funerary epigrams that praise or salute the author in 
Latin. The main purpose of these is portrayal and appreciation. The overall size
16 ROTARIDES, Michael: Históriáé Hungaricae Literariae antiqui medii atque recentioris 
aevi lineamenta quorum prolegomena. Altonoviae et Servestae, 1745.
17 BŐD, Péter: M agyar Athenas. Szeben, 1766 [1767]. Facsimile: Budapest, 2003.
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of these exceeds three-hundred lines, which is much more than the overall vol- 
ume of quotations from Hungárián poems. Among the authors of poems, there 
are well-known as well as lesser-known persons, like Rudolf Goclenius, Johannes 
Petrus Lotichius, Conrad Ritterhausen, Johann Heinrich Alsted, Théodore de 
Beze, Melchior Adam, and Johann Воск.
From the activities of Péter Bőd related to Latin philology in Hungary, we 
must underscore his work as a dictionary editor. It was Albert Szenei Molnár, 
who -  after various thematic word-lists -  produced the first lexicographic Lat- 
in-Hungarian and Hungarian-Latin dictionary in the early 17* century. Ferenc 
Pápai Páriz revised this in the early 18* century. Bőd expanded Pápai’s edition 
further (1767).18
We need to make note of two more lexicons in Latin from the last third of 
the century. The work of Elek Horányi -  mentioned before - ,  referred to briefly 
as M emória Hungarorum, gives information about the life and work of all-in-all 
1155 authors and scientists living in Hungary or provinces under the Hungárián 
crown.19 The most important novelty of his collection of sources is that he was 
in personal or written correspondence with all his contemporaries in the area 
of rés litteraria. He treats Latin-language and Hungarian-language literature as 
equals, just like representatives of different fields of Science. In his Outlook, one 
can find the heritage of rés litteraria together with the literary programme of the 
coming fifty years, which aimed at cultivating national language. Another inno- 
vation of his is that he paid more attention to poetry than earlier lexicon-writers, 
and he often gives aesthetic assessment. His knowledge of the matériái is much 
wider than that of his predecessors -  he often gives extensive reviews about au­
thors barely mentioned or ignored by Bőd (e.g. Janus Pannonius, Miklós Oláh, 
and István Werbőczy). He goes intő unprecedented detail in presenting personal 
achievement and ignores cultural history as a separate discipline altogether.
Appearance of the first specialised lexicon marks the beginning dissolution of 
rés litteraria: István Weszprémi presented biographies and works of Hungárián 
and Transylvanian physicians in Latin.20 The work, published with a dedication
18 Dictíonarium hungaricum-latinum. Szeben, 1767.
19 HORÁNYI, Elek: Memória Hungarorum et Provincialíum seriptis editis notorum, 1 -3 . 
Viennae, 1775-1777; HORÁNYI, Elek: Nova Memória Hungarorum et Provincialíum 
seriptis editis notorum, Pars 1. Pest, 1792.
20 WESZPRÉMI, István: Succincta medicorum Hungáriáé et Transilvaniae biographia ex- 
cerpta ex adversariis auctoris, 1 -4 . Wiennae, 1774-1787; WESZPRÉMI, István: Succincta 
medicorum Hungáriáé et Transilvaniae biographia. Magyarország és Erdély orvosainak 
rövid életrajza, 1 -4 . Publ. by Sándor Vértesy. Transl. by Aladár Kővári, Tivadar Vida. In- 
troduction Pál Kotay. Budapest, 1960-1970; cf. SZELESTEI N., László: '18. századi tudós 
világ, II. Weszprémi István (1723-1793) és orvostörténeti műve’. In: Az Országos Széchényi 
Könyvtár Évkönyve 1979, 519-562.
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by Károly András Bél, remained unfinished; however, it is still used as an aux- 
iliary book. Boundary between physician and literator is often blurry, the com- 
pilation includes several authors whose classification as physician was disputed 
even at the time of publication. Weszprémi, too, often uses poems, inscriptions, 
and letters in Latin, e.g. in the entry about Michael Pannonius, he quotes elegies 
by Janus Pannonius.
Among noteworthy entries -  from the standpoint Neo-Latin literature - ,  the 
important ones are those about Galeotto Marzio, Nicasius Ellebodius, Georg 
Wernher, and János Wéber. A very extensive entry about Zsámboky, fiiled with 
quotations from poems, presents Zsámboky’s philological work in detail and 
lists no less than thirty works and publications. We must note here that it was 
István Weszprémi who republished the first poetic anthology of humanism of a 
Hungárián subject (Pannóniáé Luctus, Krakow, 1544; 2nd edition Vienna, 1798), 
the epitaphs and elogia of which mourn those who had fallen at the Mohács bat- 
tle and at fallen towns.
Historical-Chronological Overviews
The need fór overview and assessment of rés litteraria from a historical per- 
spective appeared nearly at the same time as lexicographical summaries. These 
efforts can be grasped throughout the century. The first, primitive application of 
chronological order is linked with the name of Jesuit Sándor Szörény (Szörényi), 
who compiled his catalogue ofwriters, which remained in manuscript, in 1717.21 
He lists writers in chronological order from the l l th century up until 1717. The 
lengths of descriptions are usually proportional to the significance of the au­
thors. There is no sign of denominational bias in selection or assessment. He 
quotes Czvittinger most often among his sources.
Historical aspect is somewhat more clearly outlined in the work of György 
Jeremiás Haner.22 The first part contains matériái until the end of the 16th cen­
tury; the second, posthumous volume contains authors from the 17* century. 
Haner grouped erudite authors from Hungary and Transylvania by century, and, 
within that, used lexicographic order. He gives their names, short biographies, 
and titles of their works in the body text. References and other data are given in 
footnotes.
21 SZÖRÉNYI, Alexander: Pannónia docta, sive nova series chronologica virorum sub corona 
Regni Hungáriáé eruditione scriptisque adposteros relictis illustrium usque ad  annum 1717 
perductam. Loránd Eötvös University, University Library, Budapest, Departement of Ma- 
nuscripts, Coll. Kapr. 4° [B] tóm. XIV.
22 HANER, György Jeremiás: De scriptoribus rerum Hungaricarum et Transilvanicarum, 1. 
Viennae, 1774; HANER, György Jeremiás: De scriptoribus rerum Hungaricarum et Transilvani­
carum, 2nd ed. by János Filtsch. Szeben, 1798.
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Chronological and thematic order determine together the outlined overview 
of the history of Science by Piarist Ince Simonchich (Simonchicz).23 Part one 
discusses the origin and development of Sciences in Hungary in chronological 
order. The second part deals with possibilities of acquiring knowledge, libraries, 
print shops, education, and various educational institutions. Libraries of King 
Matthias and Miklós Zrínyi are discussed in detail.
The first attempt at creating a comprehensive system of periods is linked with 
the name of Paulus (Pavel) Wallaszky, who Iáid the foundations of defining the 
periods in literary history that would become the tradition in his work Conspec­
tus rei publicae litterariae in Hungária .24 Wallaszky lists the works of almost 
all his predecessors. Within each period, he discusses his matériái by century 
and within a century by field of science. Besides theologians, lawyers, physicians, 
philosophers, mathematicians, historians separate groups are designated to ora- 
tors, poets, and philologists. His main innovation was replacing lexicographic 
order with a chronological one, and he was consistent in using the story-based 
form of narrative of história litteraria. However, his categorisations are some- 
times arbitrary, significant authors are sometimes presented strikingly briefly or 
through second-hand information, and he is nőt free from nationalistic bias.
Special Investigations
Together with slow transformation of the concept of literature, in the middle 
part of the century, the number of investigations concerning a certain period 
and focusing on thematic or régiónál aspects increased. From earlier periods of 
culture, the Renaissance was in the focus of attention.25
The work of Austrian histórián Xystus Schier on the history of the Pozsony 
University founded by János Vitéz in 1475 covers lives and works of teachers 
of the academy: Johannes Regiomontanus, Jacobus Piso, Aurelio Lippo Brando- 
lini, and Petrus Nigri.26 Most teachers were brought from foreign countries. Pál
23 SIMONCHICH, Ince: Dissertatio de ortu et progressu litterarum in Hungária. Nagyvárad, 
1787.
24 WALLASZKY, Paulus: Conspectus rei publicae litterariae in Hungária ab  initiis regni ad  
nostra usque tempóra delineatus. Posonii-Lipsiaea, 1785; 2nd, revised edition: Conspectus 
rei publicae litterariae in Hungária ab initiis regni ad nostra usque tempóra delineatus: 
editio altéra auctior et emendatior. Budáé, 1808.
25 FÁBRY, Paulus: De augusta Budensi bibliotheca commentatio. Lipsiae, 1756; Xystus Schier: 
Dissertatio de regiae Budensis bibliothecae M athiae Corvini ortu, lapsu, interitu et reli- 
quiis. Vindobonae, 1766. Second edition: Viennae, 1799.
26 SCHIER, Xystus: Memória Academiae Istropolitanae seu Posoniensis, ejusque nonnullo- 
rum professorum ex documentis coaevis confecta. Viennae, 1774.
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W allaszk y  alsó p u blish ed  a treatise on  the State o f  literatu re and Sciences in the 
M a tth ia s -e ra .27
Ince József Dezsericzky (Desericzky) is more concerned with giving an Over­
View of conditions in the present than in the pást. He is a laté Piarist representa- 
tive of the school of study of sources initiated by Jesuits. What ürgéd him to 
write his work28 was the funeral oration of Italian priest Raimondo Cechetti over 
János Harrach, Bishop of Nyitra, in which the priest criticised the low level of 
education in Hungary. Dezsericzky characterises domestic culture nőt only by 
its highest achievements bút alsó by its scope in society, pointing out that Latin 
language, through schools, reached lower social classes too. He lists twenty-one 
Hungárián towns in which Jesuits and Piarists cultivate literature fór the good 
of young people. He appreciates Piarist commitment to educate lower classes in 
detail.
We discuss threé of the works that cover hístory of the Protestant Church, 
keeping an eye on aspects of literary history. These works remained in manu- 
script form fór a long time. Unitarian pastor János Kénosi Tőzsér, in order to 
supplement Bibliotheca Antitrinitariorum  by Christophorus Sandius, made an 
inventory of Transylvanian Unitarian authors and their works (1753) in a manu- 
script. In another one, he collected data on Unitarian print shops.29 Later he ex- 
panded both and inserted them intő his large synthesis of church history. István 
Uzoni Fosztó continued the work he began.30 Both works refer to a large number 
of manuscripts and prints from the 17*  and 18th centuries that we are aware of 
only from here, and important data are given about the work and Nachleben  of 
outstanding figures of the Reformation in Hungary. Similarly, the work of Miklós 
Sinay, teacher of classical philology at the college of Debrecen, on the history of 
Protestant churches in Hungary and Transylvania is a unique source in several 
respects.31 Besides printed sources, it is based on numerous manuscripts and 
archive research too.
27 WALLASZKY, Paulus: Tentamen históriáé litterarum sub rege gloriosissimo Matthia Cor- 
vino de Hunyad in Hungária. Lipsiae, 1769.
28 DESERICZKY, Innocentius: Pro cultu litterarum in Hungária ac speciatim civitate dioece- 
sisque Nitriensi vindicatio. Roma, 1743.
29 KÉNOSI TŐZSÉR, János: De Typographiis et typographis Unitariorum in Transylvania 
-  Bibliotheca scriptorum Transylvano-Unitariorum. Szeged, 1991.
30 KÉNOSI TŐZSÉR, János -  UZONI FOSZTÓ, István: Unítario-ecclesiastica história Tran- 
sylvanica liber / - / / ,  1 -2 . Ed. by Káldos János. Introduction Mihály Balázs. Budapest, 2002.
31 SINAY, Miklós: Praelectiones publica in históriám ecclesiasticam seculi XVI. [...] — Közön­
séges előadásai a  XVI-ik század egyháztörténetéről. Ed. and transl. by Gábor Herpay, rév. 
and introduction. József S. Szabó. Debrecen, 1911.
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Among régiónál initiatives, a separate group is comprised of inventories of 
Transylvanian authors. We bring up two examples. József Benkő, in his work on 
knowledge about the State, gives summaries of histories of Transylvanian institu- 
tions, schools, grouped by century.32 He grouped authors and scientists intő two 
separate chapters according to their denomination. Johann Seivert listed Saxon 
authors and scientists of Transylvania. From his lexicon in Germán,33 he omit- 
ted authors writing in Hungárián, and thus compiled the first comprehensive 
work on literary history that might be labelled as one based on nationality. Somé 
Neo-Latin authors of foreign origin who lived in Transylvania fór somé time are 
included in his work, like Johann Heinrich Alsted, Johann Heinrich Bisterfeld, 
Ludwig Philipp Piscator, Marcello Squarcialupi, and Giorgio Blandrata. He alsó 
collected matériái about Székely and Transylvanian Hungárián writers, bút this 
work was published posthumously.
Translations
The language of education in Hungary was Latin up until the early 19th cen­
tury. This explains why there were relatively few Latin-language works translated 
to Hungárián in the 18th century. Humanistic literature created in Hungary or 
about a Hungárián subject was nőt translated, with a few exceptions. The reason 
fór translation was usually nőt philological bút practical. Pál László, parson of 
Szilágysomlyó, canon of Nagyvárad, translated selected passages from Petrarca’s 
De remediis utriusque Fortunáé libri duó and published it in 1720.34 Translation 
of De constatía by Justus Lipsius appeared only in the first decade of the 19th 
century.35 Apophthegms of Plutarch, revised and translated to Latin by Erasmus, 
were translated to Hungárián by poet and Catholic priest János Lethenyei in the 
last third of the century.36 In addition to translations of texts from antiquity and 
the Middle Ages, he created a Hungárián translation from the Latin version of 
Paolo Medici s work on Jewish customs and rites, originally written in Italian.37
32 BENKÖ, József: Transsilvania, I—II. Viennae, 1777-1778, 2nd edition: Viennae, 1788, 3rd 
edition: Claudiopoli (1833-1834).
33 SEIVERT, Johann: Nachrichten von siebenbürgíschen Gelehrten und ihren Schriften. Press- 
burg, 1785.
34 Nagy emlékezetű Petrarcha Ferencznek A jó, és gonosz Szerencsének Orvoslásáról írott két 
könyvecskéje [...]M agyarráfordíttatott László P ál[...] által. Kassa, 1720.
35 LIPSIUS, Justus: Az álhatatosságról két könyvei. Transi. by József Egyházas-Radóci Boda. 
Pest, 1808.
36 Apophtegmata, az az ékes és éles rövid mondások. Transi. by János Lethenyei. Pécs, 1785.
37 MEDICI, Paolo: A zsidóknak szokási és szertartási. Transi. by János Lethenyei. Pécs, 1783.
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He alsó translated the account of István Brodarics of the Mohács battle.38 Pauline 
monk Ferenc Orosz translated a chronicle of the ruling of Louis I by János 
Küküllei.39 Several people translated Argenis by John Barclay, the most complete 
version being that of Márton Hriágyel (1754/46). Sándor Boér followed in his 
footsteps, bút the translation by Antal Fejér was published first in 1792.40 Jesuit 
György Gerő translated the növel of Jesuit Guillaume de Waha-Baillonville on 
Hercules (1673) in 1768.41 He restructured the work a little bit and reproduced 
classical-style quotations from poems through twelve-beats and hexameters.
An epigram on Venice by Iacopo Sannazaro and two poems {Ad Hyellam  and 
Imaginem sui Hyelle mittit) by Andreas Naugerius (Navagerro) were rendered in 
Hungárián in the last third of the century by ex-Jesuit, translator of Virgil, József 
Rájnis, who had a basic Neo-Latin education.42 Dávid Baráti Szabó translated 
Milton’s Paradise Lost from a Latin version in Virgilian hexameters by Ludwig 
Bertrand Neumann 43 This ignited a long debate in the theory of translation. 
Baróti Szabó, in addition to his renderings of Horace and Virgil, alsó translated 
Sannazaro’s epigram, Jesuit René Rapin’s 12th eclogue, and Jacques Vanier’s (alsó 
Jesuit) imitation of Georgica titled Praedium rusticum.44 It was Elek Horányi 
who — after partial translations in the 17th century -  translated a series of poems 
praising Hungárián kings and chieftains by Nicolaus Avancini.45 This was pub­
lished in 1664 with copper engravings by Ferenc Nádasdy.
Numerous translations were prepared fór school use from 16th—17th century 
dramas — most of the authors and their translators were Jesuits. We know about 
Hungárián versions of the following plays: Rusticus imperans by Jákob Másén;46
38 BRODARICS, István: M ásodik Lajosnak [...] a  mohácsi harcon történt veszedelme [...] egy 
toldalékkal a török uralkodásnak kegyetlenségéről. Transl. by János Lethenyei. Buda, 1795.
39 KÜKÜLLEI, János: Első Lajos [...] dicsőséges országlásárul. Transl. by Ferenc Orosz. Kassa, 
1731.
40 BARKLÁJUS, János [John Barclay]: Argenisse, I—III. Transl. by Antal Fejér. Eger, 1792.
41 WAHA-BAILLONVILLE, Guillaume de: Keresztény HerkulesnekBullioni Godefrednek hadi 
munkái. Transl. by György Gerő, Kassa, 1768.
42 TÁRNÁI, Andor: ‘A deákos klasszicizmus és a Milton-vitá. Irodalomtörténeti Közlemények 
63(1959), 6 7 -8 3 , here: 67 -6 8 , note 1.
43 TÁRNÁI (note 42), 76 -78 .
44 VANIER, Jacques: Paraszti majorság. Transl. by Dávid Baróti Szabó. Kassa, 1780.
45 Magyar Országnak hatalm as és dítsőséges királyainak [...] koporsó épülete. Transl. by Elek 
Horányi. Buda 1773.
46 Csíksomlyói iskoladrámák. Publ. by Zsolt Alszeghy and Ferencz Szlávik. Budapest, 1913, 
163-209.
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Conversio S. Augusti by Franz Neumayr;47 Príma ad  coelum via p er  innocentium  
and Stilico by Anton Claus;48 Zrinius ad  Sigethum, Salamon, Codrus, and Cyrus 
by Andreas Friz;49 and Mauritius, Jekonias and Sedecias by unknown authors.50 
Most of the Hungárián versions are revisions adapted to local conditions and 
possibilities -significant changes were often made to the original text.
Finally, it must nőt go unnoticed that translations were made nőt only from 
bút to Latin as well. Thus, fór instance, Adalbert Sztrakos, a pastor in Nógrád, 
rendered somé of the poems of Count István Koháry written in Hungárián in 
Latin.51 It is almost anachronistic from an all-European standpoint, bút among 
Hungárián conditions, it is nőt unimportant, that a large number of French 
works were translated to Latin. In the court of Ferenc Rákóczi II, a member of 
the reigning prince’s close circle began to translate Fénelon’s Télémaque after 
1706.52 Germán Jesuit Franciscus Wagner, who worked in Hungary and Austria, 
translated La maniere de bien penser dans les ouvrages d ’esprit (1687) by Domin- 
ique Bouhours to Latin in addition to his theoretical writings advocating the use 
of Latin in schools and his textbooks.53
From the middle of the century, there was a significant increase in the number 
of translations from French to Latin. Jesuit Pál Makó rendered Corneille’s play 
Nicoméde in hexameters fór a school theatre and published it in 1764.54 Several 
of Moliere’s comedies were performed in Latin.55 Spreading of Enlightenment 
in Transylvania is shown by Voltaire-translations in manuscript by count János 
Lázár, which were investigated alsó by Olga Penke in the context of the influence
47 Jezsuita iskoladrámák (Ismert szerzők). Ed. by Zsoltné Alszeghy, Katalin Czibula and Imre 
Varga. Budapest, 1992, 623.
48 Jezsuita iskoladrámák (note 47), 989; Piarista iskoladrámák. Ed. by Júlia Demeter, István 
Kilián, Katalin Kiss, Márta Zsuzsanna Pintér. Budapest, 2002, 991.
49 Jezsuita iskoladrámák (note 47), 230, 272, 298, 700.
50 Jezsuita iskoladrámák (note 47), 768, 847, 904.
51 KOHÁRY, István: Salictum Heliconis. Transl. by Adalbert Sztrakos. Budáé, 1725.
52 KÖPECZI, Béla: ‘Fénelon Telemachosának első magyarországi fordítási kísérlete’. Filológiai 
Közlöny 15(1969), 1 -18 . Fór further details cf. TÁRNÁI, Andor: ‘Lateinische Übersetzun- 
gen französischen Schrifttums in Ungarn des 18. Jahrhunderts’. Acta Conventus Neo-Latini 
Amstelodamensis, Proceedings o f  the Second Inetrnational Congress o f  Neo-Latin Studies 
Amsterdam 19-24 August 1973, ed. by P. Tuyman, G. C. Kuiper and E Kessler. München, 
1979, 976-982.
53 BOUHOURS, Dominici: Methodus recte cogitandi in Scriptis eruditis et ingeniosis. Transl. 
by Franciscus Wagner. Augustae Vindelicorum, 1716.
54 MAKÓ, Paulus: Carminum libri trés. Tyrnaviae, 1764, 57-77.
55 GRAGGER, Róbert: ‘Moliere első nyomai a magyar irodalomban’. Irodalomtörténeti Közle­
mények 19(1909), 147-166, 317-352.
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of French philosophical world-histories in Hungary.56 A Latin version of Mar- 
montel’s Bélisaire appeared in 1711 in a translation by Mihály Horváth.57 A Latin 
version of Rousseau’s Du contrat social that remained in manuscript was made in 
1792.58 What makes these translations significant regarding history of Neo-Latin 
research is that they indicate the major role the rhetoric of French classicism 
played in how new, neoclassical, late-Latin ideals of style took root in Hungary.
In summary, we can conclude that research activities concerning Neo-Latin 
authors and texts in Hungary had many ties with European Science in the 18th 
century. A considerable part of philological achievements is due to authors who 
had studied, or went and worked abroad. These activities continued on differ- 
ent levels in different genres, and publication of text was part of them just as 
collection of biographical/bibliographical data, comprehensive, lexicographic 
works, chronological overviews, and specialised studies. Inventories and analy- 
ses -  with a few exceptions -  were done in Latin up until the end of the century, 
partly in the framework of research on rés litteraria.
There are relatively few works in our inventory that were created by inde- 
pendent scientists or university professors, and the rate of unfinished works or 
those in manuscript is quite high. However, somé of the works presented do nőt 
fali behind the average level of contemporary European research. A considerable 
part of works by Hungárián humanists or laté humanists got lost, was unknown, 
or is still unpublished. This is the reason why somé feli out of the scope of 18th 
century research. Neo-Latin authors taken intő consideration from a later period 
is higher, and it increases as time goes on. The importance of the relatively great 
number of translations from and to Latin is nőt in the philological achievement 
bút in that it shows that Latin was in continual use as a living literary language. 
Classical philology became institutionalised -  after the beginnings in the laté 
18th century -  only in the first third of the 19th century. Evén after this, Neo- 
Latin literature was the subject of independent research only due to somé of its 
outstanding representatives.
56 LÁZÁR, János: Excerpta quaedam pulcherríma lectu ex Voltaire Essay sur l’histoire gé­
néra le. 1761. National Széchényi Library, Department of Manuscripts, Quart. Lat. 2659; 
TOLNAI, Gábor: ‘Gróf Lázár János, a Voltaire-fordítól In: TOLNAI, Gábor : Évek -  száza­
dok. Budapest, 1958, 166-179; PENKE, Olga: Filozofikus világtörténetek és történetfilozó- 
fiák. A francia és a magyar felvilágosodás. Budapest, 2000,174-175.
57 MARMONTEL, Jean-Fran^ois: Belisarius, egallico idiomate in latinum traductus a Michae- 
le Horváth. Viennae (1771).
58 ECKHARDT, Sándor: A francia forradalom eszméi Magyarországon. Budapest, 40-41.2 00
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